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Cloud-based Universal ZTNA to offer network access control, access point and switch security within a single solution, creating a frictionless user
experience and consistent security policy

MORRISVILLE, N.C.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Extreme Networks™, Inc. (Nasdaq: EXTR), a leader in cloud networking, today introduced
ExtremeCloud™ Universal Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA), the industry’s simplest, most complete network access solution. Offered as a
subscription service for ExtremeCloud customers, Universal ZTNA is the first network security offering to integrate network, application and device
access security within a single solution. With unified observability, visualization and reporting, Extreme has removed complexity for IT teams when it
comes to managing and securing user access across the campus, branch, remote sites and anywhere across the Infinite Enterprise.

Organizations are more distributed than ever before, which poses challenges for IT departments defending against an advanced cyber threat
landscape. With Universal ZTNA from Extreme, organizations have an easy-to-manage access layer that spans anywhere that users connect to the
network. This enables secure, cost-efficient operations and better support for IoT devices such as medical, patient or guest devices across a hospital
campus; remote employees accessing work applications for daily tasks; or educators teaching online classes.

Universal ZTNA is another execution point against Extreme’s One Network, One Cloud strategy which dramatically reduces the cost and complexity of
enterprise networking.

Key Benefits of ExtremeCloud Universal ZTNA (Available in early 2024):

Bolster Security Organization-Wide: Organizations can easily establish and maintain a consistent security policy across
their network with a single solution to manage and enforce an identity-level zero trust policy for all users. IT teams can
simply create policies to establish least-privileged access for users, extend secure access for multiple guest cohorts and
set up and revoke access for trusted IoT devices. Remote traffic travels securely to the cloud, improving performance for
remote users and reducing reliance on point solutions like VPNs.
 
Lower Costs and Increase Operational Efficiency: Universal ZTNA is offered as a subscription within ExtremeCloud.
Where competitive solutions require multiple licenses and offer no scale, Universal ZTNA helps reduce costs and increase
operational efficiency via a single solution that is priced by the number of users across the network and can easily scale
with the needs of the business. Universal ZTNA also eliminates the need for additional user identity platforms by offering
Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS)-as-a-Service. Additionally, Universal ZTNA integrates with identity
providers, including Google Workspace, Azure AD and MDM solutions like MS Intune, and enables IT teams to
automatically configure and secure devices, providing IT with granular device health and authentication.
 
Eliminate Friction of Managing Point Solutions: Universal ZTNA enables IT teams to manage user network and
application access no matter where the user is located, as well as guest and IoT device access, all within the same
easy-to-use solution. Further, Universal ZTNA is cloud-based and takes less than a day to deploy, creating immediate
value. With automated onboarding and configuration for all Extreme Universal Platforms, teams can quickly add and set up
network devices and user access, which instantly strengthens security and moves organizations to a Zero Trust policy for
all devices across the network.

Executive and Industry Perspectives

Brandon Butler, Research Manager – Enterprise Networks, IDC

“In the era of the hyper-distributed enterprise, users and devices connect to the enterprise network from everywhere and rely on enterprise
applications that can be hosted anywhere. As vulnerabilities continue to rise and IoT device growth continues to increase, managing security,
performance and scale can be complex. Extreme’s Universal ZTNA aims to provide a simplified, cloud-managed solution for controlling universal
network access using zero-trust principles to help customers meet the network security needs of their distributed digital enterprise.”

Nabil Bukhari, Chief Technology Officer and Chief Product Officer, Extreme Networks

“Universal ZTNA is the culmination of several initiatives at Extreme – we are securing the Infinite Enterprise through a single, unified, cloud-based
solution that instantly integrates with all of our Universal Platforms. It’s intuitively simple, incredibly cost-effective and gives our customers a foundation
for anywhere security, so that any user can securely access any application from any device, in any location. In today’s evolving landscape of
increasing cyber threats and fewer IT resources and networks spanning multiple environments, having that secure foundation as a starting place for all
other technologies is a requirement to ensure uninterrupted operations. This is just one more execution point against our One Network, One Cloud
strategy.”
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Extreme Fabric, the only true enterprise fabric managed through the cloud, is the industry’s simplest way to increase
network security through hyper segmentation in just a matter of minutes with zero touch provisioning. This enables
customers to separate network traffic and dramatically reduce the risk of a lateral attack. The Dubai World Trade center
recently hyper segmented 3,300 individual networks in a matter of minutes for exhibitors at the GITEX tradeshow with
minimal IT staff, a task that would have taken hours or days with competitive solutions. Click here to learn more about how
customers are leveraging Extreme’s solutions to drive better outcomes.
Extreme is the only vendor in the industry with Universal Platforms. Universal Platforms increase flexibility and reduce
hardware obsolescence by allowing customers to gradually adopt new technologies or change their desired use case by
changing the software, while preserving hardware and associated licenses.

About Extreme Networks

Extreme Networks, Inc. (EXTR) is a leader in cloud networking focused on delivering services that connect devices, applications, and people in new
ways. We push the boundaries of technology by leveraging the powers of machine learning, artificial intelligence, analytics, and automation. 50,000
customers globally trust our end-to-end, cloud-driven networking solutions and rely on our top-rated services and support to accelerate their digital
transformation efforts and deliver progress like never before. For more information, visit Extreme's website at https://www.extremenetworks.com/ or
follow us on LinkedIn, YouTube, Twitter, Facebook or Instagram.

Extreme Networks, ExtremeCloud and the Extreme Networks logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Extreme Networks, Inc. in the United
States and other countries. Other trademarks shown herein are the property of their respective owners.
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